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Terminology management in Denmark: Past
• No central organisation for national terminology management

• Public organizations decided if and how to do terminology work 

• 1998-2015: The Danterm Centre informed of systematic          
terminological work methods (very limited funding)

• 1955:  The Danish Language Council
• Main tasks: monitor language usage, edit the Danish Spelling 

Dictionary and  answer questions about language usage

• 2016: a committee monitors developments within terminology and                   
language technology usage

• 1992: CST at UCPH
• Participated in terminology projects as e.g. creation of IATE and EuroTermBank



Terminology management in Denmark: Present

• Still no central organisation for national terminology management

• All public institutions still perform their own terminology work – if 
they wish                                   

• Proposal to Danish parliament for the establishment of a national 
term bank

• A committee has been set up to 
recommend whether we should have 
a national term bank



Terminology networks in Denmark

• FORVIR – Network for Knowledge Modelling within the Public 
Domain
• A network for people within public administration  

• The aim is to strengthen terminological concept modelling
qualitatively and quantitatively

• Terminologigruppen – The Group of Terminologists in Denmark

• A network for the public as well as the private sector

• The aim is to exchange experience and participate in Nordic and 
international terminology work



Some public institutions with strong 
terminology work

• The Danish Health Data Authority (under the Ministry of Health)

• Task: Create health data and digital solutions for the entire health care
system – 220 employees, 1 person works with terminology

• Some collections:
• The Danish member of SNOMED International and administrator of the Danish 

version of SNOMED CT

• Administrator of the international version of the NPU terminology
(Nomenclature Properties and Unit) within lab medicine

• NBS – National conceptual work within

the Health Services (a monolingual ontology

with very precise definitions)



• Danish Directorate of Social Services
• Task: support development and implementation of social politics in regions 

and municipalities

• Begrebsdatabasen.dk (lit. concept database) – monolingual ontologies of 
social service concepts with very precise definitions)

Some public institutions with strong 
terminology work



Some public institutions with strong 
terminology work

• National Courts Administration
• Task: administrate and develop the Danish 

courts

• Two monolingual term collections

• A Danish and an English collection

• Focus is on the precise definitions



Terminology collection in eTTB
for Danish

• Time consuming: Most institutions need time (and reminders) to 
investigate about term collections and responsible persons

• No prior knowledge of eTranslation building block or MT

• Little interest in eTranslation – no one asked for more information about 
that aspect

• Many qustions as: who will use the terminology, what will they use it for, 
where will it be stored, will it be merged with terminology from 
elsewhere, how to guarantee latest updated terminology versions will 
always be used, etc.
• Especially concerns about property rights and patient safety

Challenges



Terminology collection in eTTB
for Danish

• We have contacted approx. 25 Danish public institutions                     
by mail and phone

• We have had meetings with some of the institutions

• On 3 separate occasions we have given presentations about eTTB at 
seminars/workshops to increase awareness

• Focus on PSI directive (directive on re-use of Public Sector 
Information), positive social impact and the possibility of different 
kinds of licenses for their terminology data 

Solutions



Terminology collection in eTTB
for Danish

Preliminary

• Approx. 75% of the public institutions perform no terminology work

• Approx. 25% of institutions perform terminology work – though most 
of them only in Danish

• So far we received terminology collections and licences from:
• The Danish Health Data Authority (10,000 terms, bilingual)

• Ministry of Higher Education and Science (3,000 terms, bilingual)

• Terminologist outside the public sector (25,000 terms, multilingual)



Terminology collection in eTTB
for Norwegian and Hungarian

Preliminary

• We have not yet had any positive response from Hungarian 
terminology owners

• The Norwegian language council has been very helpful

• They provided us with a long list of terminology owners

• So far we received terminology collections and licences from:
• Norsk Standard/Standard Norway (> 200,000 terms, multilingual)

• Helse Bergen – Norwegian university hospital (a few hundred terms, 
monolingual)



Some conclusions

• Not that much focus on terminology work in Danish public 
institutions 

• If they do terminology work: Mainly focus on monolingual conceptual
work

• Both Danish and Norwegian institutions have expressed their
concerns about the use of obsolete versions of their terminology
work in the EU MT system – they stressed that terminology work is a 
very dynamic process
• Patient safety a major issue in this context


